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Results.
126
Bioinformatic queries initially indicated that the Drosophila CG10915 locus at cytological position 
143
We first assessed the localization of EGFP-tagged Naus by live-cell imaging of Drosophila
144
S2R+ cells using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy ( Figure 1A ,
145
Supplemental Video 1). Interestingly, we observed an enrichment of Naus in the circumferential 146 lamellipodia of these cells which persisted following fixation (data not shown) and when we 147 extracted the cells with detergent prior to fixation ( Figure 1B ). We next investigated whether 148 Naus localized to other actin-based structures. Drosophila S2R+ cells do not form prominent 149 stress fibers, however, ML-DmD25c2 (D25) cells which are derived from third instar imaginal 150 wing discs, readily form these structures. We co-expressed EGFP-tagged Naus with mCherry-
151
Alpha-actinin to mark stress fibers and actin bundles, and observed Naus weakly localizing to 152 these structures as well (Supplemental Figure 2A) . Furthermore, much like our results from 153 S2R+ cells, we also observed lamellipodial enrichment of Naus in D25 cells (Supplemental 154 Figure 2B ). Interestingly, while CTTNBP2NL can also be found co-localizing to microtubules in 155 COS cells , we failed to observe any colocalization between Naus and 
181
Given that Naus' lamellipodial localization is Cortactin-dependent, we next wanted to 182 characterize the relationship between the two proteins. We co-expressed Naus-EGFP with myc- 
186
with Cortactin. This asymmetry in co-localization, which was statistically significant (Student's t-187 test, p-value <0.0001), suggests that while not all of the Cortactin in the cell is associated with 188 Naus, the majority of the Naus in the cell can be found overlapping with Cortactin. This 189 supports the hypothesis that Naus relies on Cortactin for proper localization. Naus, like
190
CTTNBP2 and CTTNBP2NL, has a proline rich patch (PPPIP) that was previously shown to be 
204
EGFP-tagged Naus-AAAIA failed to localize specifically to actin structures in D25 cells
205
(Supplemental Figure 2C) . These results suggest that Naus, like its mammalian counterparts,
206
interacts with Cortactin through this conserved proline patch, but uniquely, requires Cortactin for
207
proper localization. Interestingly, while we failed to observe microtubule localization in cells 208 expressing wild-type EGFP-Naus, on occasion we did observe EGFP-tagged Naus-AAAIA 209 colocalizing with microtubules in both S2R+ and D25 cells (Supplemental Figure 2D) . It is likely 210 that under conditions where its affinity for Cortactin is reduced, Naus may bind microtubules.
211
While more detailed analysis of this microtubule localization is needed, we feel that this is 212 beyond the scope of this current study.
214
Given this dependence on Cortactin for its lamellipodial localization, we next sought to 215 determine if Naus' dynamics are altered in the absence of Cortactin. We first used 
248
Depletion of Nausicaa alters lamellipodial actin dynamics.
249
Cortactin can function as both a type II nucleating promoting factor (NPF) and a 250 stabilizer of Arp2/3 generated actin branches. Any changes to its dynamics could affect actin 251 polymerization, branch density, and the overall rates of lamellipodial protrusion (Ammer and 
274
We imaged the cells by TIRF microscopy and analyzed the resulting movies using a Matlab- 
288
The decrease in the rate of actin polymerization coupled with the increase in filamentous 289 actin we observed in the lamellipodia of Naus depleted S2R+ cells suggests that Naus may play 290 a role in the regulating the fundamental architecture the actin cytoskeleton. To test this, we 291 turned to platinum replica electron microscopy (Svitkina, T., 2016). We generated platinum 
308
Depletion of Nausicca leads to a decrease in cell migration and directionality.
309
Actin polymerization is the main engine behind lamellipodial protrusion and ultimately, 310 cell migration. Given the alterations to both actin dynamics and architecture we observed
311
following Naus depletion, we next sought to determine whether Naus plays a role in cell 
338
This data corroborates our ultrastructural data in S2R+ cells and suggests the lamellipodia of
339
Naus depleted D25 cells may also contain longer, unbranched filaments. Interestingly, unlike 
343
This suggests that despite have long, unbranched filaments, the lamellipodia of Naus depleted 
12
Following fixation and staining with the neuronal marker Futsch, the morphology of the neurons
363
was assessed using Sholl analysis (Ferreira et al., 2014; Sholl, 1953 
434
Actin retrograde flow is the result of both contractility generated by non-muscle myosin II and
435
the force of the cell membrane pushing back against actin filaments as they polymerize.
436
Quantitative fluorescence speckle microscopy revealed that depletion of Naus leads to a 
458
Coronin 1B depletion also leads to an increase the speeds of lamellipodial protrusion while 
463

Naussica plays a role in regulating neuronal morphology
464
This role in regulating actin dynamics also plays out in determining the morphology of neurons.
465
Using fly genetics we depleted Naus in neuroblasts, which differentiate into neurons in culture.
466
We found that depletion of Naus led to a decrease in the number of processes made in 
472
type Naus associating with microtubules and it was only upon expression of the alanine mutant
473
(Naus-AAAIA, Supplemental Figure 2D ), albeit on a rare occasion, did we observe co- 
480
Given the observations detailed here, we propose a model wherein Nausicaa acts through the 481 stabilization of Cortactin at Arp2/3 generated branches to regulate their dynamics (Figure 9 ). By 482 stabilizing Cortactin, Naus inhibits its precocious dissociation while preventing debranching.
483
Without Naus, Cortactin more freely dissociates from Arp2/3 generated branches leading to the 
510
Waltham, MA). RNAi regimen was the same as described for S2R+ cells (see above).
511
Drosophila primary neuroblasts were harvested and cultured as described in Lu et al., 
521
The cDNA clones for Nausicaa (CG10915) and Cortactin (CG3637) were obtained from the 
550
Hamamatsu, Japan) and were processed for brightness and contrast using ImageJ before 551 analysis.
553
Co-localization Analysis
554
Co-localization was analyzed by line-scan analysis and Mander's coefficient analysis. For line-555 scan analysis, a 10 μm line was drawn from the cell edge inward and fluorescence intensity was 556 measured. These values were normalized and then averaged for all cells within that condition.
557
Mander's coefficient analysis was performed using the Just Another Colocalization Program 
618
Platinum Replica Electron Microscopy
619
Sample preparation for platinum replica electron microscopy was performed as previously 
